
Hotel Giants Sonesta & Choice Wake up to
Sleep-Friendly Nighttime Snacks Teaming Up
with Nightfood: Stock Symbol: NGTF

NGTF is Investable

Sonesta hotels and resorts

$NGTF is Challenging Haagen Dazs and

Other Leading Snack Brands in High-

Margin Hotel Vertical

TARRYTOWN, NEW YORK, UNITED

STATES, March 21, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Global Hotel

Companies Wake up to Critical Need

for Sleep-Friendly Nighttime Snacks.

Nightfood (Stock Symbol: NGTF)

Discloses Relationships with Two

Global Giants: Sonesta and Choice

  $NGTF is Challenging Haagen Dazs

and Other Leading Snack Brands in

High-Margin Hotel Vertical

  56,000 + American Hotels Can Now

Support Guest Sleep and Wellness With

Sleep-Friendly Nighttime Snacks

  $NGTF Snacks are Formulated by Sleep Experts to Nutritionally Support Better Sleep for

It’s exciting to see how

enthusiastic the entire

Sonesta team is to provide

innovative options

supporting their guests’

sleep wellness.””

Sean Folkson, NGTF CEO

America's 200M+ Nighttime Snackers.

  Rolling Into Major Chain Hotels Across the United

States.

  Sonesta International Hotels Corp., The 8th Largest

Hotel Company in the US, Adds Nightfood Across Multiple

Brands.     

  Nightfood is a Qualified Vendor of Choice Hotels

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/NGTF?p=NGTF
https://nightfood.com/


NGTF Nighttime Snack Leader

#Nightfood #ChoiceHotels $NGTF

International, one of the world’s largest

lodging franchisors.

Nightfood, Inc. (OTCQB: NGTF) is

pioneering the category of sleep-

friendly nighttime snacking. NGTF is

building distribution relationships with

some of the largest hotel companies in

the world.  In addition to recently-

announced distribution in multiple

chains under the Sonesta International

Hotels Corporation umbrella,

Nightfood is now a Qualified Vendor of

Choice Hotels, one of the largest hotel

companies in the world.  NGTF’s sleep-

friendly ice cream can also be found in

select locations of international hotel chains such as Courtyard by Marriott, Holiday Inn, Holiday

Inn Express, Hyatt House, Fairfield Inn, Candlewood Suites, SpringHill Suites, and many more.

NGTF sleep-friendly snacks are formulated by sleep and nutrition experts to contain less of those

sleep-disruptive ingredients, along with a focus on ingredients and nutrients that research

suggests can support nighttime relaxation and better sleep quality.

With an estimated 56,000 hotels across the United States, national distribution in the high-

margin hotel vertical is expected to lead to profitability, consumer adoption of the sleep-friendly

nighttime snack category, and a strategically defensible position from which category leadership

can be maintained.

  Nightfood Announces Choice Hotels Qualified Vendor Status

On March 16th NGTF announced its Qualified Vendor status with Choice Hotels International,

Inc., one of the world's largest lodging franchisors. Under this agreement, NGTF sleep-friendly ice

cream and cookies will be promoted to Choice franchisees for inclusion in hotel lobby

marketplaces, and, potentially, as guest amenities.

The Choice Hotels portfolio expanded in 2022 to 22 brands and nearly 7,500 hotels, representing

nearly 630,000 rooms, in 46 countries and territories.  Choice’s brands include Comfort Inn®,

Comfort Suites®, Quality®, Clarion®, Clarion Pointe™, Ascend Hotel Collection®, Sleep Inn®, Econo

Lodge®, Rodeway Inn®, MainStay Suites®, Suburban Extended Stay Hotel®, WoodSpring Suites®,

Everhome Suites®, and Cambria® Hotels.

“There’s a wellness trend sweeping over the hotel industry,” commented NGTF CEO Sean



Folkson.  “Having sleep-friendly snacks available for guests’ nighttime snacking is a simple yet

meaningful way for hotels to support wellness at an important touchpoint.  Nightfood is

honored to be aligned with Choice, its brands, and its franchise partners.

  Nightfood Teams Up with Sonesta International Hotels Corporation to Offer Sleep-Friendly

Snacks Across Multiple Hotel Brands

On March 13th NGTF announced that Sonesta International Hotels Corporation is the first hotel

company to introduce sleep-friendly Nightfood ice cream pints across multiple brands. Sonesta

is launching NGTF into approximately 160 managed Sonesta Select, Sonesta ES Suites, and

Sonesta Simply Suites properties nationwide during Sleep Awareness Week beginning on March

12, 2023.

Sonesta is the eighth largest hotel company in the United States, with approximately 1,200

properties totaling 100,000 guest rooms across 17 brands in eight countries. This launch is part

of Sonesta’s ongoing corporate-level commitment to guest sleep and wellness. 

“At Sonesta, we recognize sleep is the foundation of wellness and we’re excited to make

Nightfood sleep-friendly ice cream pints available in lobby markets at select properties to satisfy

our guest's cravings for a sweet treat before bedtime that won’t disrupt their sleep,” said

Elizabeth Harlow, Chief Marketing & Brand Officer, Sonesta. “We’re delighted to provide our

guests the option to choose a Nightfood sleep-friendly snack that contains less sugar than

traditional ice cream while formulated to support better sleep across Sonesta Select, Sonesta ES

Suites, and Sonesta Simply Suites managed properties nationwide.”

“High-sugar and high-fat snacks before bed, in addition to being generally unhealthy, can impair

sleep quality. With Nightfood, Sonesta is offering better choices when it comes to the most

popular nighttime snack options. I commend Sonesta for adding sleep-friendly snacks and

enhancing guest satisfaction by safeguarding the quality of their sleep,” said Dr. Michael

Grandner, Director of the Sleep and Health Research Program and Assistant Professor of

Psychiatry, Psychology, Medicine, and Nutritional Sciences at the University of Arizona, and

Nightfood advisor. 

“Wellness is a major focus of the hotel industry and today’s modern traveler.  Nightfood is a

great way for hotels to support guest wellness because nighttime is when cravings peak for

calorie-dense foods and when people are most likely to succumb to unhealthy choices,”

commented Sean Folkson, NGTF CEO. “It’s exciting to see how enthusiastic the entire Sonesta

team is to provide innovative options supporting their guests’ sleep wellness.”

The first phase of the roll-out across the three Sonesta-managed brands features NGTF

Nightfood ice cream pints in Cookies n’ Dreams and Midnight Chocolate flavors available for

purchase in hotel lobby markets.

NGTF recently launched sleep-friendly cookies and has ice cream sandwiches, chips, and other



snacks in the development pipeline. Sonesta will explore adding other NGTF snacks nationally

throughout 2023 and beyond to its market offerings.  

  Sleep-Friendly Nightfood Ice Cream Pushes Haagen Dazs in Head-to-Head Hotel Lobby Sales

On December 5th NGTF announced that independent Impulsify sales data show Nightfood ice

cream pints continue strong relative unit sales in hotel lobby snack shops. During November,

NGTF sold 42% of all pint unit sales in the 29-hotel data set and outsold Haagen Dazs in 38% of

the hotels.

Impulsify is an industry leader in hotel marketplace intelligence, compiling real-time proprietary

retail sales data from millions of hotel retail transactions rung into their point-of-sale solutions.

This sales data is used within the industry to identify emerging trends, and best sellers, and to

optimize product mix in lobby shops.

For More Information on NGTF: www.nightfood.com 

DISCLAIMER: CAP/FrontPageStocks/CorporateAds.com (CA) is a third-party publisher and news

dissemination service provider. CAP/FPS/CA is NOT affiliated in any manner with any company

mentioned herein. CAP/FPS/CA is a news dissemination solutions provider and is NOT a

registered broker/dealer/analyst/adviser, holds no investment licenses, and may NOT sell, offer

to sell, or offer to buy any security. CAP/FPS/CA’s market updates, news alerts, and corporate

profiles are NOT a solicitation or recommendation to buy, sell or hold securities. The material in

this release is intended to be strictly informational and is NEVER to be construed or interpreted

as research material. All readers are strongly urged to perform research and due diligence on

their own and consult a licensed financial professional before considering any level of investing

in stocks. All material included herein is republished content and details which were previously

disseminated by the companies mentioned in this release or the opinion of the writer. CAP/FPS/

CA is not liable for any investment decisions by its readers or subscribers. Investors are

cautioned that they may lose all or a portion of their investment when investing in stocks.

CAP/FPS/CA has been compensated $500 by a third party for the dissemination of this article.

Disclaimer/Safe Harbor:

These news releases and postings may contain forward-looking statements within the meaning

of the Securities Litigation Reform Act. The statements reflect the Company’s current views with

respect to future events that involve risks and uncertainties. Among others, these risks include

the expectation that any of the companies mentioned herein will achieve significant sales, the

failure to meet schedule or performance requirements of the companies’ contracts, the
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